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on the other hand, theres a company named facebook which recently acquired instagram. and thats led the social media company to make changes to it services. firstly, theres going to be two totally different profiles. one is being entirely free, the other is going to be paid with a price of
$1.99 per month. secondly, facebook is changing it logo. the social media company is going to change it from the light blue shade to a dark blue one, with the word facebook appearing more prominently than ever on its prominent logo. some of the changes made arent necessarily bad. for
one, theres going to be a lot more app downloads available in the app store. facebook has a large collection of apps to download for any number of reasons. but theres also going to be a new series of changes. thirdly, theres going to be a new series of apps on offer that are built from the
ground up for facebook. these apps will be making the best use of facebook in the most enjoyable way possible. and finally, theres going to be a series of tweaks to the facebook user interface on the mobile side. its going to be easier to understand, easier to browse and quicker to find the

relevant content to something youre looking for. all of these changes are going to be good for the user. facebook has to be the one of the most popular social media accounts on the internet. the millions of users not only all over the world, but in all kinds of different countries and
languages. no matter what any given user is doing, they are all going to be connected to facebook at some stage or another, simply because of the size of the social network and its incredibly powerful functionality. right now, many people are asking themselves whether or not they should
consider switching to a paid membership. for some, itll mean they get to have a little more control over their profile. for others, itll mean theyll have more space on their profile and that theyll be able to access more of it. and for those who use facebook more like an advertisement channel

than a social media channel, itll mean theyll be able to save a little more money on the lifetime of their profile.
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